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THE BASICS

Content Marketing

THE BASICS

Content marketing is the new king of the digital marketing world. Marketers of
all stripes are embracing non-interruptive inbound marketing. Why? Because it
lets them build rapport with their prospects and customers organically. Content
marketing’s power to connect with and grow engaged audiences is huge for one
reason: people like it. It puts customers first. Instead of bothering them with
ads, it supplies them with genuinely useful, entertaining, and interesting content.
The thing about content marketing is that to
do it right, you need a plan. To make that plan,
you have to really understand what drives
readers to click on, read, share, or interact
with different kinds of content. You also need
to have clear and explicit business goals for a
particular piece of content before creating it.

Generally speaking, there are three kinds
of goals marketers have for content: traffic, engagement, and conversion. Each goal has its
own metric for success, and each does something different for your organization.
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This guide contains data analysis from two established leaders in the space, Outbrain and
HubSpot, to help you gain insights on what makes content successful in both paid and organic
distribution and amplification. Specifically, we’ll be looking at how headlines affect reader
behavior in the context of each of these three goals.
WHY OUTBRAIN & HUBSPOT?
Outbrain is the world’s largest content discovery platform. We bring personalized, relevant
online, mobile, and video content to audiences while helping publishers understand their audiences through data. Each month, Outbrain delivers 190 billion content recommendations to
561 million unique visitors around the world. This singularly positions us to deliver insights to
marketers on what works and what doesn’t.
HubSpot is an inbound marketing and sales software that helps companies attract visitors, convert leads, and close customers. More than 11,500 companies in 70 countries use our marketing
and sales software to grow, and over 300,000 professionals receive HubSpot’s blog posts in their
inboxes every day.
Outbrain and HubSpot are the perfect team to bring you this analysis, since we represent complementary content marketing specialties. Outbrain has a truly massive network of headlines
from our clients, whose content varies in scope and type, and HubSpot has our own awesome
in-house content that we feed through our large, single-topic-specific network.
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W H E R E W E G O T T H E DATA
To get the insights we are sharing here, Outbrain analyzed our expansive data to uncover key
trends in our network in the area of headline performance. We drew a sample of more than
3.3 million paid link headlines from the pool of English language paid links that ran across
Outbrain’s network of 100,000+ publisher sites from the beginning of October 2013 through
the end of September 2014. We then examined the impact of a number of headline variables on
clickthrough rates and post-click engagement metrics. In the HubSpot examples provided in this
ebook, all data was taken from our Marketing blog between September 2013 and September 2014.

A N OT E O N T H E S E (O R A N Y) R E CO M M E N DAT I O N S
You should never force your content to fit “best practices.” What we are providing here is
what we have seen work for us and other marketers, based on our data analysis. You know
your audience and your brand best. If the findings and recommendations contained in this
ebook don’t fit with your brand voice or mission, don’t use them!
We do suggest that everybody experiment with headlines (while carefully tracking response rates)--the results may surprise you. Sometimes the headlines audiences respond the
most to aren’t the ones that seem intuitively to be the “best.” In any case, use this guide as just
that...a guide.
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MATTER

WHY HEADLINES MATTER

Your headline or title is often a reader’s first interaction with your brand online,
so it’s arguably the most critical component of your content marketing strategy.
It’s your first, and maybe only, chance to grab your target audience’s attention.
Your reader has complete control--they either
choose to click and engage with your content
or they don’t. It’s that simple. Interesting and
relevant stories are important, but if your
headline doesn’t communicate value to the
reader, nobody’s going to see them. You can
(and should!) always optimize and try again,
but every dud headline costs you crucial opportunities to reach your audience.

The most important headline rule is: respect
the reader experience. In this era of clickbait
(eye-catching content whose main purpose is
to attract attention), it’s more important than
ever to write a headline that delivers on its
promise. At the most basic level, you want the
reader to have a good experience with your
brand. When she clicks on a link, you’ve got
to be sure she’s getting what she expected and
not being duped in some sort of digital shellgame. Once you lose that trust, it’s gone.
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Traffic Goals & Clickthrough Rate

THE FIRST MEASURE OF SUCCESS

Let’s face it, clicks matter. Regardless of what your strategic goals are for your
content marketing, without that first click, you’ve got nothing. So in this section,
we’ll analyze clickthrough rate (CTR) as a measure of reach. If you’re trying to
grow your traffic, CTR is the metric you want to be looking at. So what increases
CTR and what hurts it?
H E R E ’ S A Q U I C K L O O K AT F I N D I N G S F R O M O U R DATA A NA LY S I S :

• When used in a headline, the words “photo”
and “who” increase CTR, whereas the
words “easy,”“how to,” “credit,” “cure,”
“magic,” and “free” decrease CTR.

• Making references to the reader by using
the words “you,” “your,” or “you’re” in the
headline decreases CTR.

• Bracketed clarifications, which are clarifications of the type of content represented by
the headline - e.g. [Infographic], increase CTR
when included in headlines.

• When used in the headline, the words “simple,” “tip,” “trick,” “amazing,” and
“secret” decrease CTR.

• Including positive superlatives (“best”,

• Using words that convey a sense of urgency (e.g.,

“always”) in headlines decreases CTR.

“need,” “now”) in the headline decreases CTR.

• Headlines generate the highest level of
engagement at moderate lengths (81-100
characters).
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What Kinds of Headlines Compel People to Click?

TRAFFIC
GOALS & CTR
POSITIVE EFFECTS ON CTR

Taking a deeper dive into our data, we found that certain words and kinds of headlines led to
significantly more clicks. These findings are based on data analysis over 2013 and 2014, so we
can see that these takeaways have remained consistent.
PE OPL E CAR E AB O UT T H E W H O S, NO T T H E W H YS
Headlines that included the word “who” generated a 22% higher CTR than headlines without
the word “who.” “Why,” on the other hand, decreased CTR by 37%. When it comes to intriguing
readers with your headlines, focus on who not why.
S H OW M E, S H OW M E, S H OW M E
Headlines featuring the word “photo(s)” performed 37% better than headlines without this
word, a margin even larger than we’ve found previously (29% increase among 2013 headlines).
I T I S W H AT I T S AY S O N T H E T I N
Headlines with bracketed clarifications (e.g., [photos], [interview], [video], [slideshow], etc.) performed 38% better than headlines without clarifications, suggesting readers are more likely to
click when they have a clear picture of what lies behind the headline.
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THE BAD:

What Kinds of Headlines Make People Not Click?

TRAFFIC
GOALS & CTR
N EG AT I V E E F F EC T S O N C T R

Similarly, certain words and headline concepts stand out as things people just don’t like to
click. One consideration in this category is saturation--once a certain kind of headline becomes
popular among clickbaiters, readers no longer trust the keywords in that headline. Because of
that, the “bad words” are more likely to evolve over time.
I’ M NO T L O O K I NG F O R I NS T RUC T I O NS
Headlines containing the phrase “how to” performed 49% worse than headlines without this
phrase, showing that reader aversion to this phrase has not dissipated much since the 46%
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TRAFFIC
GOALS & CTR

decrease we saw in 2013. This year we found that another instruction-oriented word, “tip,” also
decreased CTR by 59%. These behaviors highlight the difference between a reader in search
mode and in content consumption mode. How-tos can be highly desirable to people searching
for specific content, but they’re less appealing to readers who are browsing.
TA K E I T E A S Y
Headlines with the word “easy” generated a 44% lower CTR than headlines without this word,
consistent with the 46% decrease we saw in 2013. This year we also saw a 49% decrease in CTR
among headlines containing the word “simple.” Readers are constantly bombarded with “easy
ways” and “easy steps” that start to sound spammy. Further, “simple steps” speak more to the
search mode reader with a goal and less to the person consuming content.
P O S I T I V E O V E R L OA D
Headlines that used positive superlatives (“always” or “best”) performed 14% worse than headlines that did not, showing not much has changed since the 23% decrease we saw in 2013. Contrary to popular belief and their widespread use in headlines, these words do not appear to be
compelling to readers. This may simply be a product of overuse, or it could be because readers
are skeptical of sources’ motives for endorsement. On the flip side, sources of negative information may be more likely to be perceived as impartial and authentic.
YO U D O N ’ T K N O W M E
Headlines that made references to the reader by including the word, “you,” “your,” or “you’re”
performed 36% worse than headlines that did not contain any of these words, showing a heightened distaste for this tactic since 2013 when we saw a 21% decrease in CTR among such headlines. The attempt to make readers feel as though they’re being spoken to directly appears to do
more harm than good.
STOP BE ING SO PUSHY!
Headlines with language that conveys a sense of urgency (“need”, “now”) generated lower CTRs
than headlines that didn’t use such pushy language (44% and 12% lower). The negative impact of
the word “need” is something we also saw in 2013 (it seems readers have become more amenable to the word “must”, which previously appeared amongst pushy words that hurt CTR). Readers are resistant to words that demand action or attention. These words can have an advertorial
feel rather than an editorial feel. Also, their overuse in headlines over time has weakened their
ability to convey a true sense of urgency.
R E A D E R S H AV E S PA M F I LT E R S , T O O
Headlines that contained the word “magic” generated a 59% lower CTR than those that did
not. Likewise, headlines with other words that often trigger email spam filters like “credit,”
“cure,” or “free” performed worse than headlines without these words (58%, 49%, and 41% lower,
respectively). The negative impact of these words has grown significantly since 2013, when the
decrease in CTR resulting from these words ranged from 11 to 27%. It appears that readers are
continuing to get savvier at gauging content quality from headlines and developing refined
spam filters of their own. This year we found that the words “trick,” “amazing,” and “secret”
also hurt CTR (23%, 24%, and 26% decreases).
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D E E P D I V E: B R AC K E T E D K E Y WO R D S A N D C L I C K T H R O U G H R AT E S
As we said above, including bracketed keywords in your titles can give you a drastic
increase in post views. This technique has been successful both in Outbrain’s content discovery network and HubSpot’s blog, so we thought we’d give you even more specifics about how
this especially effective headline technique works. Here’s what a blog post looks like with the
bracket-style headline:

Adding bracketed terms to the end of your headlines helps your reader see what she’s going
to get before even clicking. In the example above, she knows right away that the narrative
will come from a visual infographic. Before she even clicks, she knows that this post will
be A) easy to consume, B) full of data, and C) a how-to about increasing her conversion rates.
Now, when she clicks through, she won’t be disappointed because she knows exactly what
she’s going to get.
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POST TITLE WITH BRACKETS VS. NO BRACKETS

TRAFFIC
GOALS & CTR

Our blog received a
33% increase in average post views
when using brackets in the title.

AV E R A G E N U M B E R O F V I E W S B Y B R A C K E T T Y P E

We broke out that data even more to
show which specific terms performed
the best in headlines. From this graph,
you’ll see that [templates] got the highest average views of all bracketed terms.

AV E R A G E N U M B E R O F V I E W S B Y P O S T T Y P E

Here’s where the bracketed terms
fall in regards to the average or
non-bracketed terms:
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% A B O V E O R B E L O W AV E R A G E P O S T V I E W S B Y P O S T T Y P E

TRAFFIC
GOALS & CTR

And here’s where the bracketed terms
fall in regards to average post views
(all posts):

Remember that these charts show what has worked well (and what hasn’t) for us as a B2B
company. We would highly encourage you to try a variety of these bracketed terms and see
which work best for you and your particular audience. Although some of these terms tend to
perform below average for us, that doesn’t mean they won’t work for a different type of company. For instance, [Quiz] and [Video] are probably very successful for BuzzFeed or Upworthy whereas a [Template] or [Quick Tip] might not perform as strongly for them.
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Beyond the Click:

ENGAGEMENT

Okay, so you got the click. Now what? After successfully driving traffic to your
site, often the next goal is engagement. That basically just means that you want
your readers to stick around and consume more of your content. The metric
used to measure engagement is pageviews per session, or how many additional
pages of content each unique reader views after the first click.
Successful engagement has a lot to do with
the type of content you are driving audiences
to--a slideshow or multi-page article naturally encourages readers to click along to read
more. Ideally, though, the surrounding content on your site also engages readers by being
interesting and relevant.
In this section, we’re going to look at the
relationship between headline attributes and
reader engagement, measured by pageviews
per session. Our analysis found that some
types of headlines encourage engagement
while others deter it.

Here’s a quick look at what we’ve discovered:

• When used in the headline, bracketed
clarifications as well as the words
“amazing” and “pho to” increase page views
per session
• Reader references, positive superlatives,
negative superlatives and the words
“magic,” “now,” “cure,” “need,” credit,” “free,”
“simple,” “how to,” “secret,” “easy,” “tip,” and
“trick” decrease pageviews per session
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THE GOOD:

What Kinds of Headlines Make People Stick Around?

ENGAGEMENT

P O S I T I V E E F F E C T S O N P O S T-C L I C K E N G AG E M E N T (PAG E V I E W S P E R S E S S I O N)

AMAZE ME
Despite the finding that featuring the word “amazing” in headlines can deter readers from
clicking through, we see much higher post-click engagement levels among the few who do
click through. While “amazing” may only attract a small audience, this is an audience that
continues to be highly engaged.

LET ME SEE!
Headlines featuring the word “photo(s)” performed 59% better than headlines without this
word, showing that visuals are a winner whether it’s getting the initial click or keeping readers
engaged after the click.
I WA N T T O K N O W W H AT I ’ M G E T T I N G I N T O
Headlines that ended with bracketed clarifications performed 14% better than headlines without such clarifications, showing that readers are not only more likely to click when they have a
clear picture of what lies behind the headline, but are also more likely to stay engaged.
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THE BAD

What Kinds of Headlines Are Dis-Engaging People?

ENGAGEMENT
N E G AT I V E E F F E C T S O N P O S T-C L I C K E N G AG E M E N T (PAG E V I E W S P E R S E S S I O N)

NO T J U S T BA D F O R C L IC K S
Aside from the word “amazing,” all of the headline elements that negatively impacted CTR
also had a negative impact on pageviews per session.
EXTREMES DON’T STICK
When it comes to post-click engagement (pageviews per session), it’s not only positive superlatives that hurt performance, but also negative superlatives. Negative superlatives like “worst”
or “never” decreased pageviews per session by 59%.
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Beyond the Click:

CONVERSIONS

Content marketing in its truest form should not be overtly promotional. What
sets it apart from other marketing techniques is the focus on providing value to
the reader or viewer. That said, an important goal of content marketing (and one
that is growing in popularity) is generating conversions.
A conversion is getting your reader to take
some action. That action could be opting into
a newsletter, buying something, agreeing to
have a salesperson contact them, or anything
else that gets them more involved with your
organization. Generating conversions without
a hard sell requires finesse.

to do. That might mean headlines that are
less attention-grabbing to a general audience
but chock full of meaty information on what
the content (and conversion goal) are about.

One way to focus on a conversion goal is to
throw your clickthrough rate out the window
and write headlines that grab fewer numbers
of people, but people who are more specifically
interested in what you are trying to get them

• When used in the headline, bracketed

Here’s what our data has to say about
headlines and conversion rates:

clarifications as well as the word “need”
increase conversion rate (CVR)
• References to the reader and using the word
“trick” decrease CVR
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THE GOOD

What Kinds of Headlines Make People Take Action?

CONVERSION

POSITIVE EFFECTS ON CVR

I N E E D T O H AV E I T !
While the word “need” leads to decreases in CTR and page views per session, it actually drives
conversion rates up. While it may come off as too pushy to many, it appears to seal the deal
among those who bite.
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S AV E M E A C L I C K
Once again, headlines with bracketed clarifications are a winner, delivering 112% higher conversion rates than headlines without such clarifications. Readers are not only more likely to
click and more likely to remain engaged after the click, but are also more likely to eventually
convert when they are given a clear picture of what lies behind the headline.

DEEP DIVE: WHY BRACKET HEADLINES INCREASE CONVERSIONS

AV E R A G E C O N V E R S I O N R AT E

We found that our old friend the
bracketed clarification not only
increased CTR and engagement, it
also increased the average conversion rate from 0.29% to 0.51%.

The reason for an increase in average conversion rate makes a lot of sense when you think
about it. When your reader clicks on a post that has [Free Ebook] in the title, she knows going
into that she’s going to be offered an ebook download. Only people who want that ebook are
going to click the link.
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THE BAD

What Kinds of Headlines Reduce Conversion Rates?

CONVERSION

N EG AT I V E E F F EC T S O N C V R

YO U C A N ’ T T R I C K M E
The word “trick” had a negative impact all around, not only decreasing CTR but also decreasing pageviews per session and conversion rates among those curious enough to click. It seems
that even the small portion of the audience that decides to click on these headlines are not
pleased with what they find.
D O N ’ T YO U K N O W W H O I A M ?
Here is another headline element with a negative impact all around. Headlines that made
references to the reader by including the word, “you,” “your,” or “you’re” not only hurt CTR and
page views per session but also decreased conversion rates by 33% on average.

DEEP DIVE: OPTIMIZING HEADLINES FOR CONVERSIONS
One way to receive more views, clicks, and conversions is by actively promoting your content
through email, social media, guest blogging, or other promotional channels. These channels
are all excellent short-term solutions that can give you a big boost in traffic, especially when
you coordinate promotion in multiple places. However, you want to also think of the longterm benefits of every piece of content you create, which is where search engine optimization (SEO) comes in.
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Take the post below as an example:

CONVERSION

Using HubSpot’s Keywords Tool and Google Trends, we were able to determine that people in
the marketing and business realm were often searching for a press release template to use.
Luckily, HubSpot already had this as an offer titled The Newsworthy Guide to Inbound Public
Relations. Although this headline may sound sexier than “Free Press Release Template,” we
found that people were actually searching way more often for the latter term. Since the blog
post’s title promoting the offer was “How to Write a Press Release [Free Template],” we did happen
to pop up in search results for “Free Press Release Template” on blog.hubspot.com. However,
there was one huge issue here: people were not converting on the post because the call-toaction (CTA) at the end of the post still read “The Newsworthy Guide to Inbound Public Relations.”
When you’re trying to get conversions, headlines aren’t the only language you should be
sweating over. In a piece of content with multiple CTAs, you need to make sure that the
CTA text is as compellingly clickable as any headline. For us, this often means repeating the
search terms readers used to find your content in the first place.
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For example, here’s the blog post “How to Write a Press Release [Free Template],” with a CTA
asking the reader to download some free materials (to generate leads for our sales team).
After we optimized the body text, end-of-post CTA, and slide-in CTA (a call-to-action that
slides in once you’ve read halfway through the post) using a specific keyword-based method,
the conversion rate of this post increased by 240%:
O R I G I N A L E N D - O F-P O S T C TA

O P T I M I Z E D E N D- O F-P O S T C TA

S L I D E- I N C TA U P D AT E :

L I N K T O R E S O U R C E AT T O P O F PA G E :

The data speaks for itself: if you optimize your posts based on keywords people are searching for instead of what you think a sexy title will be, you’ll maximize your conversion rate.
Not to mention, even without looking at the data, this just logically seems like a better user
experience. If you’re searching for a “Free Press Release Template,” you should expect to get
just that.
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HEADLINE
LENGTH

HEADLINE LENGTH

There are lots of variables to consider when trying to figure out the best headline length. From our findings, much depends on what your goals are and where
the headline is appearing. For example, if you’re looking for social shares, you
definitely don’t want to exceed 140 characters so that the headline is tweetable.
If you’re trying to rank in search, a good ruleof-thumb is to keep your headlines under 65
characters so that they don’t get shortened
in search engine results. If you can’t get your
headlines under 65 characters, make sure you
include the most vital information early on in
your headline.

Fundamentally, you want your headline to
be the length it takes to get the information
across to the reader in an attention-grabbing
way. But what are the best practice parameters?

ENGAGEMENT BY HEADLINE LENGTH

Let’s take a look at some data:
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The image above is the data collected by Outbrain from our content discovery network. These
headlines are appearing on partner sites, generally without other context, other than as further reading for the user to engage with.

HEADLINE
LENGTH

We found that CTR is highest for headlines with 81-100 characters. Post-click engagement, on
the other hand, is highest for shorter headlines, between 21 and 40 characters. Both pageviews
per session and conversion rate are highest at this shorter headline length.

6

DEEP DIVE: HEADLINE LENGTH
Keep in mind that conversion rates will vary depending on your particular industry and
audience. Which is why you should always test, test, test to determine what works and what
doesn’t. “Best practices” are simply guidelines to help you provide you with a data-driven
direction, however they’re not certain for every audience.
For example, on HubSpot’s blog, the more characters we have in a headline, the higher the
conversion rate. This is because with HubSpot’s blog post titles, the longer the title is, the
more information we’re giving you about the post before clicking through. Like we talked
about in the conversion rate section, when people know what they’re getting before they
click, they’re more likely to download an ebook, sign up for a webinar, or try a new tool.

CO N V E R S I O N R AT E BY H E A D L I N E

Here’s the data:

When testing headline length out for yourself, be sure to include a handful of very short
headlines, very long ones, and some in between. Measure your results closely and determine
the best practices that work best for your particular audience for generating views, clicks,
and conversions.
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SOCIAL &
ORGANIC

Finding Your Content

HOW SOCIAL & ORGANIC WORK TOGETHER

Should you optimize your headlines for search or for social? Which one is more important to
driving traffic? Obviously, the answer to that will be different for every blog or website depending on search ranking, social outreach, your readers, and other factors. But we wanted to find
out: will an initial bump in views help foster an environment for more social sharing, or will a
bump in social sharing help foster an environment for more views? We went to the data to find out.

15 B R I L L I A N T E X A M P L E S O F H O M E PAG E D E S I G N

In this example of one of HubSpot’s
highest trafficked posts, the views
from organic search go up over time:

The reason for this is that it ranks well in search due to keyword placement throughout the post.
You can see a slight bump in traffic from referrals, social media, and a paid campaign throughout
the life of this post, but the organic search traffic stayed up and will only continue to grow due to
25
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SOCIAL &
ORGANIC

high search volume for this topic. “Examples of brilliant homepage design” is a term someone would
search for organically when they wanted to get some inspiration for redesigning their website.
On the other hand, you can have an effect on the direction your organic search views move
by creating a campaign and promoting a particular post on your various marketing channels
throughout a given month.

T H E U LT I M AT E C H E AT S H E E T F O R M A S T E R I N G L I N K E D I N

In this example of another one of
HubSpot’s highest trafficked posts,
you’ll see that rallying around a
campaign really does make a
difference in the long term:

Email marketing and social media teamed up to promote this one helpful post. As a result of
that teamwork, this post was able to rank better and it gave the post a consistent bump in organic search views for months to come.
So the answer is--both. Organic search traffic is incredibly important, but social sharing can not
only give your traffic a temporary boost, it can improve your search traffic over the long term.
OPTIMIZING FOR SO CIAL AND SEARCH
The secret to optimizing for both social and search is to use keywords--words you know your
audience is searching for. Keywords work best when they’re at the front of the headline. For example, if we want to rank for content marketing, “Content Marketing: Everything You Need to
Know to Get Started,” will perform better than, “Everything You Need to Know to Get Started
With Content Marketing.”
For search, make sure to keep the headlines under 65 characters so that they don’t get shortened. Or if you have to go longer, keep the most vital part of the headline at the beginning, to
grab the reader’s attention.
Also, make sure your headlines are tweetable: you need them to be under 140 characters, but
shorter is even better, so that they can be retweeted without truncation. Attention-grabbing and
“clicky” is good, since you need to entice someone to navigate away from their social media page,
but too sensational veers into spam territory.
Ultimately, you’ll need to experiment to find what your readers find most shareable. Get creative, try new things, and always test different headlines to see what style or format generates
the most engagement for you.
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S E C T I ON

8

YOUR AUDIENCE,
YOUR DATA

Final Thought

YOUR AUDIENCE, YOUR DATA

We hope that diving in to all of this data has given you a starting place for optimizing your content marketing headlines. Whether you’re looking for clicks,
engagement, conversions, or all three, a content marketing campaign starts with
great headlines, or ends with bad ones.
At HubSpot and Outbrain, we’ve collected
this data over time and through lots of experimentation. We’re excited to share it with
you, but we also hope this spurs you to start
collecting and analyzing your own data. After
all, your audience is particular to you, and
no two audiences are going to be exactly the

same. By experimenting and using metrics
to measure the success of each experiment,
you’ll eventually be able to develop your own
set of best practices for headline engagement.
Data can be the most powerful tool in your
content marketing toolbox--use it.
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OUTBRAIN’S BLOG

GET YOUR CONTENT
DISCOVERED
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